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Stunning Sustainable Spaces

W

hether it's a stunning home office, studio, summerhouse or a retail unit, a
CORKCABIN provides a luxurious and practical solution for extra space.

Bespoke, inspiring and functional spaces created with sustainability at the forefront of the
design process, using recycled steel shipping containers. CORKCABIN is the contemporary
mobile space which blends harmoniously with natural surroundings.
Decorative Cork Board panels are used externally to both insulate the outside and create
a unique appearance. Choose from our amazing range of designs to create your own
personal look for your individual CORKCABIN.
External colour-wash LED panels light up your entry and also create an external lighting
mood – change the colour to create your own ambiance!
Full height double glazed French doors open into a warm inviting interior. Double glazed
doors and a full length picture window are made in beautiful, sustainable accoya wood.
Together they create a light and airy environment with an aura of spaciousness.
Change the mood by dimming the central LED warm white panels. Let the colour-wash
LED lighting panel create a range of atmospheric colours at your fingertips.
Internal walls and ceiling are insulated with natural wood fibre boards and clad with
sustainable timber panels. You can choose to decorate in a fantastic range of natural oils,
stains and paints with a kaleidoscope of colours and finishes available.
Keep your feet cosy with an insulated floor which uses natural cork boards. This is
finished with the warmth and functionality of engineered oak floorboards complemented by
solid oak skirting.
To complete the wow factor of the lighting design many practical features are built in.
There are ample power sockets, lighting sockets and ethernet capability as well as an
external weatherproof power socket provided.
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Stunning Sustainable Spaces

The Corkcabin aesthetic is stunning in its own right and ready to enhance
your lifestyle.
We've also worked with four talented interior designers to create their own
visions with the emphasis on sustainability in both the materials and fittings.
Their amazing designs are showcased in the following pages and are also
available to purchase complete.
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Sustainability
By recycling shipping containers CORKCABINs use a sustainable building block
to start with.
The wood fibre and cork board natural fibre insulation used in CORKCABINs
are completely natural, reusable and recyclable. Furthermore, due to the
volume of carbon sequestered during their growth, these insulation systems are
carbon negative, even after considering the carbon costs of their manufacture
and transportation.

Internally:
PAVATEX Wood Fibre boards have been used to
provide sustained thermal comfort. Their thermal
storage capacity helps to regulate ambient
temperatures.
The hygroscopic capabilities of the wood fibre also
helps to actively regulate the humidity of the living
and work spaces contributing towards high levels of
internal air quality.

Wood fibre utilises the waste and off-cuts of the timber industry to create rigid
and flexible insulation. Cork, on the other hand is harvested as a raw material
from European sustainably managed cork oak forests.
The cork is harvested without felling or damaging the cork oak trees. After
harvesting the cork bark, the cork oak trees capture up to 5 times more carbon
during the regrowth of their bark. All the cork that is harvested is put to use,
either producing materials or by feeding back saw dust and waste to cover 60%
of the heating and manufacturing energy as a biomass fuel.
Cork forests capture carbon during their growth and are therefore an important
natural carbon sink. They also regulate the hydrological cycle and protect
against erosion and fire.
Cork forests are an important biological, economic and social resource.
The on-going sustainable management of the Western Mediterranean basin
and cork forests play an important environmental, ecological and social role –
forming part of the 35 most important ecosystems in the world for preserving
biodiversity (Amorim, 2015).

Externally:
SecilVIT Cork MD Façade boards have been fitted
to contribute towards thermal and acoustic
insulation, whilst creating a beautiful aesthetic, with
a range of unique designs available.

Not only are natural fibre materials free from emitting volatile organic compounds but also the permeable and hydroscopic nature of
these materials actively contributes to high levels of internal air quality. The coming together of aesthetics, thermal & acoustic
comfort, minimising electrostatic build-up, air quality, fire resistance and lighting design are imperative for maximising productivity
and functional use of space all of which have been considered in the production of CORKCABINs to enable a diverse range of uses.
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The Light Fantastic

CORKCABINs come fitted with a range of stunning lighting schemes to suit all occasions.
Externally the super bright LED coloured wall wash lighting will light up your entry and also create an external lighting mood.
Change the colour from a vast spectrum to create your own ambiance - we supply a remote keypad to provide easy control.

Internally we've linked the coloured LED
ceiling strip panel to synchronise with the
external colour wash lighting, this is a
perfect lighting solution with an amazing
palette of colours to choose from.

Three slimline LED ceiling panel lights
provide bright and glare-free lighting
and are individually dimmable to create
exactly the lighting you want.

Dimmable sockets fitted as standard for
floor lamps and table lights. These can
be controlled to provide cosy corners to
unwind and relax in.
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Out of Africa. Design by Sarah Luck.
Inspired by African village painting and natural earth colours – a contemporary
space perfect for entertaining or simple relaxation.
The layout offers comfortable seating for up to four people, with rug, chairs and
coffee table all suitable for outdoor use in fine weather, and useful storage in
the coffee table and carved sideboard.
Geometric cushions and sculpted artworks further develop the atmosphere, the
African theme enhanced by hanging lanterns and colour scheme of the walls
which speak of the heat and drama of the villages that inspired the design.

Out of Africa
Garden Room
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Devon Nordic. Design by Shelley Palmer.
Devon Nordic is where Scandinavian meets beautiful, rural Devon!
Showcasing the amazing designers, artisans and locally made products we
have here in South West UK.
Ideal as a “glamping” pod or extra bedroom for guests, occupants will enjoy the
Scandinavian design ethos of simplicity, minimalism and functionality.
The concept is that someone can stay in comfort overnight, with facilities to
make themselves a light supper, and coffee in the morning. A fitted double bed
and concealed mini-kitchen are complemented by hand-made furnishings.

Devon Nordic
Garden Room
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The Music Box. Design by Gemma Dudgeon Interiors Ltd.
A music-maker’s haven with Scandinavian design touches, The Music Box
design includes some reclaimed and re-purposed items from an up-cycled
toughened glass desk top to stunning vintage shelving.
Light and airy colours give a spacious feel, with textures and natural materials
bringing the design to life
The acoustic properties of cork and wood fibre are ideal for the musician,
helping to minimise external noise in a creative cocoon where their art is the
focus.

The Music Box
Home Studio/Garden Room
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Scandi Dreams. Design by Lucy Hill.
Following a Scandinavian style, Scandi Dreams is a calm and sleek space
which uses colour combinations to enhance the beauty of natural materials.
This design embraces the ethos of the CORKCABIN – principally that
enjoyment of a luxury space doesn’t exclude sustainable materials and
methods; the two are complementary and form a virtuous circle.
Designed to favour use as a home office or summer house, there is visual
excitement from the use of colour and inclusion of bespoke lighting created by
Lucy especially for this project.

Scandi Dreams
Home Office/Summerhouse
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BarCode Panel M1

Wave Panel L1

Wave Panel L2
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Cladding Options
MD Façade Cork Board is made from
entirely natural and renewable cork.
The interesting and varied designs of the
boards offer a unique cork cladding finish
which you can choose from.
The use of 100% natural expanded cork
panels on the external envelope of a
building ensures maximum thermal
insulation and significant acoustic
insulation, whilst preserving the
environment.

PointCloud Panel M1

Circles Panel M1

Wave Panel S1

The cork supplied by Mike Wye &
Associates in the MD Façade Cork Board
system is a breathable material, swhich is
free from any chemicals, synthetic resins
or carcinogenic materials, which
contributes for a healthy environment.
The cork is extracted from the bark of the
cork oak tree every 9 years providing a
natural and sustainable insulation.

Stunning Sustainable Spaces
Kreidezeit Stand Oil Paint

Finishes

Kreidezeit Stand Oil Paint is a luxurious form of linseed oil
paint for the treatment of interior and exterior wood and
metal. It is elastic, weatherproof & UV resistant. Choose from
a fantastic palette of almost 100 colours.

Clay Paints

Clay Paint is a natural, breathable paint with excellent
coverage for interior use. An easy-to-apply paint for indoor
walls and ceilings. Choose from a great range of colours.
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A division of Mike Wye :
The Sustainable Building & Decorating Specialists

Buckland Filleigh Sawmills
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www.corkcabin.co.uk
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